
Parisian chic on beachfashionshop.com
Designer label Chloé with timeless elegance for beach beauties

Now, a touch of Parisian chic conquers the beaches of the world: www.beachfashionshop.com brings the swimwear collection
of designer label Chloé on the virtual shelves of the online shop. Flashy and colourful bikinis or sexy dresses - the coveted
designer pieces this summer will make temperatures rise by some degrees. French decadence in classic cuts and straight
silhouettes - this summer, with Chloé fashionistas will wear the urban-chic of a fashion metropolis on their skin!

Oh là là! The cosmopolitan Madame this year wears Chloé! The sophisticated bikinis of the luxury label set colour accents in the hot spots
of the world. In a blue and red colour block neck holder with low panties the champagne tastes much better. A must-have for stunning
ladies in red! Furthermore, the triangle bikini in fuchsia ensures a high-class fashion furore. Small but fine golden cord stopper set
glamorous accents.

Vive la France! True Parisian classics: the plain coloured bikinis will mesmerize all beach beauties with their exclusive eye-catching
details. The black bandeau bikini with front closure is adorned with a decorative cap, the matching bikini panties fit casually on the hip. A
duo that cannot be surpassed in elegance. Everything but ordinary – that’s how fashion ladies will look in the white dream by Chloé. The
sexy bikini has a draped front with a woven strap, which passes elegantly over one shoulder.

Truly avant-garde! The dresses by Chloé allow deep insights and set a fashion statement with bold necklines and plenty of legroom. A
typical feature of the female and playful design by Chloé: the neck holder dress can be the knotted at the sides to beautiful ornate logo
loops. Also in the terry dress with satin golden hook closures beach princesses will be en vogue!

About Chloé

Chloé Swimwear - that is Parisian chic and beach fashion at the highest level. Like almost no other label, with its exclusive beachwear
collection Chloé bridges the gap between young-modern and timeless-elegant. Fresh berry and earth tones, clean lines and feminine
silhouettes look classic but still very stylish. With its exclusive swimwear Chloé proves savoir vivre and a special know-how.
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About beachfashionshop.com

The vision of the German entrepreneur Vanessa Koeman was to bring beach and city outfits by stylish trend labels from South America and
the United States exclusively to Europe. Therefore, three years ago, the trendsetter founded www.beachfashionshop.com. Designer labels like
Mara Hoffman, Matthew Williamson, Shay Todd, Elizabeth Hurley, Melissa Odabash, L*Space and Diane von Furstenberg are offered in the
premium online shop. For the latest collections the 33 year old business women travels around the world - always looking for exotic
newcomers, popular luxury labels and it-pieces for stunning beach beauties.


